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SUMMARY

An application of Simulated Annealing. a combinatorial optimization
method, to gate array placement is described. Simulated annealing is
also known as statistical cooling.

Gate arrays are almost fUlly processed, with the exception of the
interconnection masks chips, consisting of a matrix of basic cells. A to
be into silicon implemented set of functions has to be mapped on the
basic cells, obtaining a realization satisfying the required performance.
The placement involves the rearranging the basic cells such that the
interconnection is to be made within the required area.

The combinatorial optimization algorithm -involving simulated annealing
(also referred as statistical cooling) is based on a detailed analogue
between the optimization of very large and complex systems and
statistical mechanics (for example the growing of a single crystal from
a melt by careful annealing).

The most difficult part is the controlling of the parameters, such like
the cooling step size, and the definition of cost function parameters
to reach finally a "good" placement. The only way now to determine
these parameters is by examine some experiments, because this is the
missing link in the theory of statistical cooling. Therefore. to receive
finally an increasing insight into the best values of these parameters
and the best way of controlling them, a flexible implementation of
the optimization algorithm has been made.

A minor number of results are obtained by examining some experiments
(placing some networks on gate arrays). The overall conclusion given by
the experiments is that the final placement is thought to be near to
optimal placement reached within an acceptable amount of the CPU
time consumption. The best and fastest cooling scheme, here found, is
piece wise linear. controlled by the acceptance ratio. A suitable
objective function contains a parameter including the sum of the
perimeters of the surrounding box of all nets and also a quantified
factor expressing the density of the surrounding boxes at grid
positions.
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PREFACE

The thesis for the master degree in Electronics I decided to perform
within the research group Automatic System Design. due to the
existence of a close relationship between software and hardware. This
research group is currently working at Computer Aided Design (CAD)
for Very Large Scale Integration (VLSIl. Thus, my thesis subject is
closely related to that particular domain of the VLSI design. It is
involved with automatic layout generation of circuit layouts. The
original description of the contents of my thesis was said to be :

"AUTOMATIC GATE ARRAY PLACEMENT AND ROUTING"

This is a rough approximation of the contents of the task. It can lead
to a enormous amount of work consisting of constructing and
developing a large number of algorithms and programs. Therefore, in
order to limit the amount of work the decision of choosing two
algorithms out of a very large number of algorithms: one placement
and one routing algorithm. For the placement algorithm the algorithm
of simulated annealing was chosen and for the routing task the
"Greedy router" was to be the most obvious one.

One of the most important requirement. the to be developed system
has to meet to, is its technology independence. It is very hard to
confirm to this requirement. and so far as I concern nobody has
succeeded in fulfilling this requirement yet. The most obvious start of
the task was doing some literature review and trying to define a
general storage structure for defining all kinds of gate arrays of all
different kind of silicon foundries.

Within the time claimed for finishing my task, I was only be able in
designing the placement algorithm and implementing it one several
machines. The implementation of the algorithm was necessary for
getting more experience of the course of the placement during the
run. The increase of practical experience was inevitable since this
placement algorithm cannot be theoretically proven.

With the gathered experience of the implementation and the runs of
some placements it was possible to come to a detailed specification
(Software Specification) of the algorithm. Thus. for the integration of
a placement program in a complete gate array design system. only the
implementation phase of the software life-cycle. of this program.
must be performed.

Rob Jong.n.
Undhov.n.
Ttt. N.th.r land.
S.pt 30th, 1984
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION

The research group Automatic System Design (ES) of the Eindhoven
University of Technology department ()If electrical and electronic
engineering keeps working on tools for Computer Aided Design for Very
Large Scale Integration (VLSII, like a layout editor and a circuit
simulator etc. At the end of 1983 the Dutch government accepted the
ICD/NELSIS project. The goal of this project is to design a complete
CAD workstation for VLSI circuits. The research group ES is one of the
members of the ICO project and it has to take care of the circuit
simulator (PWL) task 4, and of a full automatic gate array design
station.

In the mid 10's some IC manufacturers feel the need to have a design
approach with a typical short turn around time (a few weeks) and low
costs intended for circuits count of lower than 10,000 chips a year.
One typical design approach that meets these requirements is the gate
array design approach.

The design technique, based on gate arrays, is a rapid design approach
where the cell structures are more primitive than for example in the
standard cell approach, and exist either as groups of 4 to 6
transistors or simple combinational logic gates in a regular two
dimensional array. The wiring procedures involved with gate arrays are
clearly more complicated than for example standard cell approaches
because the functional cells themselves have to be constructed from a
number of array (basic) cells, and the interconnection channels are of
a fixed width.

The customers that design a personalization of a gate array have to
take pencil and paper to manually place the gates. interconnect them,
and submit this layout. along with a circuit schematic list. to the gate
array manufacturer for digitizing and wafer processing the chips. Most
of the manufacturers will also provide some tools such as stencils. etc.
for the common used functions and recently they provide also some
tools like an interactive layout editor and some verification tools.

Since the production of the first gate array the circuits intend to
be integrated are growing and growing in complexity (from LSI to
VLSU, and so do the master slice grow from a few hundred cells to
several thousands. With this expansion it becomes more and more
difficult to design an integrated circuit and the turn around time will
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also become larger corresponding with increasing costs. Therefore, in
order to achieve error free design and a further reduction of design
costs and turn around times, automated procedures must be used for
placement and routing.

One of the most time consuming processes in the manual gate array
design sequence is the layout verification, Le.. insuring that the metal
pattern implements the desired schematic that often takes weeks for
arrays larger than 1000 gates. Due to the fact that automatic layout
generation programs construct by correctness, no layout verification is
necessary. ThUS, the introduction of automatic generated layout can
save a lot of time. Of course this is only true in fUlly automatic
systems. because any manual interaction makes verification necessary.

Up to now the automatic gate array' design stations have not
succeeded in discovering the market and the manual design will still
not be superseded by the automatic one, as a result of the fact that
nearly all automatic design stations are not generally applicable for
different images. Most engineering houses that are involved in gate
array design, have more than one master chip supplier. Therefore, they
need a system which can handle different images of different
foundries.

Considering the wishes and requirements of an automatic gate array
design system, the ICD/NElSIS project has formed a minimum list their
system have to fit to. These requirements are:

- the system has to function as soon as possible.

- the system has to be flexible to the different master chips of
the suppliers and foundries.

- the system has to use the existing programs as much as possible.

- the system should be fully automatic.

Concerning the layout stage of the design system, fig. 1.1 gives a nice
impression of how such a system should look like.
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Fig. 1.1.: Gate array layout design system proposed by
ICD/NELSIS.

The first implemented placement algorithm is based on simulated
annealing. In this report the usage of simulated annealing as a
placement method for gate arrays is explained. and it will show how
this placement algorithm works in detail.

The qualities of the placement program were evaluated with the help
of a few gate arrays of different suppliers. There were some
restrictions in reviewing the qualities especially the routability quality
because on the moment I finished my research work on this subject
there was no suitable gate array router available in our research
group. The routability quality of the tested gate arrays were reviewed
on some graphics.

In the first two chapters the concepts gate arrays and placement are
explained. Afterwards the principle of the simulated annealing
algorithm is described. Inherent to a annealing optimization method are
the experimental results, which are discussed in the last two chapters.
Rest us to inform you about the usage of this annealing application
for macro placement.
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CHAPTER 2

GATE ARRAYS

The semi-custom silicon technology was introduced to answer the needs
of producing chips faster with lower .costs. These needs became
stronger with the tendency of producing smaller volumes of chips than
the traditionally full custom technology required.

There exist two main semi-custom approaches to complement the full
custom design route; the gate array and the standard cell approach.
The gate array, master slice or uncommitted logic array approach to
VLSI design is based on the concept of using an integrated circuit
consisting of a matrix of identical components or functional elements
that has passed through all stages in the chip fabrication process
except the final interconnection (metal) stages. The array chip is a
standard component and can be held as a stock item. The specific
interconnect pattern derived from the users or customers system
logic specification is then applied to the uncommitted chip via one or
more metallization masks to complete the chip. This leads to the
personalization of the master slice chip. The identical components of
the gate array, often called basic cells, consist of one or more
transistors and/or gate cells. Clearly, trade-offs exist in the design
complexity of the basic cell since a more complex cell will minimize
interconnection requirements but will ultimately result in less efficient
utilization of the elements within the cell.

2. 1. THE ORIGINS

Through the ages there was always a need to produce electronic
circuits which are faster, cheaper, smaller and more reliable. The
electronic engineers tried to supply this demand by developing new
technologies. new design methodologies and providing new design
supporting tools especially CAD tools. The decrease of effort necessary
for designing a chip has lead to integration of more and more kinds
of electronic circuits in silicon. Not only this decrease causes a
diverting of integration limits, but also reliability and cost aspects
play a relevant rule in this sUbject. Although, the decreasing tendency
in cost of integrated circuits. the total design and production cost
are still too high for a small and medium volume of chips of a
particular circuit.
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The high design costs are due to the relative long time ( 3 to 6
months) necessary for passing through all stages of the design cycle
to reach finally a complete silicon implementation of an electronic
circuit. This time-to-market is called the throughput time of a design.
The total cost of a single chip can be limited by an increasing volume
of processed chips, because the design costs need only to be made
once per desiQn.
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Fig. 2.1.: Cost function of gate arrays.

Of course an obvious method for decreasing these design costs is to
reduce the total throughput time for each design. This can be
achieved by introducing for eKample computer aided design tools. But
the throughput time of a design is not only dependent of the
development time it is also dependent of the process time. To achieve
a very large reduction of the throughput time and the involving costs
a total new silicon technology and design methodology is needed. The
semi-custom silicon technology was introduced involving with standard
cell and gate array designs to answer these needs.

The development of semi-custom integrated circuits is the most
important recent event in electronic silicon technology since the
microprocessor. Unlike the microprocessor revolution of early to mid
70s which was fueled by silicon technology, this revolution is fueled by
system design engineers. These engineers are driven by the need for
high-performance, low-cost and compact system designs. Also from this
point of view, semi-custom design technology answer these needs the
best way. due to the almost fully processed semi-custom I.C,'s. Of
course the single customization layer. will carry from this point of
view the best results, the smallest process time and thus the lowest
process costs.

The process time has become small compared with the development
time, by the introduction of the semi-custom silicon technology which.
of course. still results in high costs. To come to a further reduction
of costs the development time need to be shortened radically.
Therefore, it is nearly required to have sophisticated CAD workstations
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available especially from the point of speeding up the development
time. Workstations provide productivity enhancement for the design
project. satisfying the basic need for accelerated time-to-market.
Reaching this goal, today's workstations provides a completely
integrated semi-custom design environment. Including schematic entry,
logic simulation, design verification, and automatic layout, the
workstation addresses many concerns and risks a system designer has
with semi-custom design.

Additionally, the system designer often needs to use a variety of
technology options given specific application requirements. CMOS. ECL,
TTL, linear semi-custom technologies; all have their respective
application areas that. until now, required a different design
methodology and corresponding set of risk factors for each. The
workstation ensures technology independence based on semi-custom
libraries ported to the system with the identical design methodology
for each technology. This one feature alone encourages the system
designer to use the technology and silicon vendor that best meet his
or her requirements.

2.2. DESIGN METHODOLOGY

The ultimate goal of chip design is to have a silicon implementation of
an electronic circuit. To answer this demand a designer has to pass
through different stage in a way determined by the design
methodology and the chosen silicon implementation technique. In
general these stages are involved with functional specification, logic
design, design verification and physical layout design.

2.2.1. GENERAL VLSI DESIGN

Starting at the top level of the design path, functional specification
was mostly done in natural language, sometimes accompanied by
constraints on in- and output, and sometimes even a prescription on
the kind of algorithm to be used. But nowadays the accent of
importance is moving more and more from an unstructured approach
to the use of system architectures and other structured methods.
The functional specification is then handed to the logic designer who
will carry out the implementation phase.

The logic designer will then built a logic description of the circuit
using technology dependent symbols. The way the logic description
arises from the functional specification is strongly determined by the
chosen silicon implementing technology. For example a logic design of a
CMOS circuit will be totally different from the design in TTL. This
design will be verified with a logic and a circuit simulator. The logic
design phase has an interactive character: design-verification-redesign
verification and so on. After the logic design is finished the
description is passed to the layout design phase.
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The ultimate task of a layout design is to produce a layout, a set of
data that completely specifies the geometry of the circuit in a unique
way. Usually this data is an encoding of patterns. which exist in
separate planes. The term mask will be used for each separate plane
with a pattern.

Until recently, after the logic diagram for the integrated circuit had
been checked, the designer would then commence to layout the
circuit, transistor by transistor, in a relatively random manner. Each
device (transistor) is defined in the fabrication sequence by masks,
which selectively define diffusions, pn-junctions, etc. The designer,
therefore. has either to draw his layout in coloured pencil on squared
paper, in the most primitive form, or define shapes on a coloured
graphical terminal. However, it has become evidently clear that the
potential complexity of today's VLSI circui-ts cannot be handled by this
primitive approach. The alternative is using structured layout
approaches, such as PLA's, were defined for an easy and fast
automatic synthesis of a layout structure. Symbolic approaches which
endeavour to divorce the designer from the technology and the
process of laying-out primitive shapes to detailed design rules were
also introduced. Symbolic approaches, induces the use of leaf-cell
libraries and placement and routing programs, to interconnect the
chip.

In the fall of 1979 the first structured VLSI design philosophy was
published by Carver Head and Lynn Conway in their book "An
Introduction to VLSI Systems" ([Head 79]). The essential new concept
that can be distinguished in the Head and Conway design style is the
divide and conquer principle. The divide and conquer principle is
believed to be a solution for the management of complexity during
the design of very large scale integrated circuits. A circuit is divide
into manageable pieces (cells), each piece is evaluated. and when
necessary it is again SUbdivide into new pieces (cells) with lower
complexity. This process is repeated until a collection of pieces has
been obtained, that can be easily implemented. This divide and conquer
design style also known as hierarchical design style, has lead to a
general acceptance by system designers to manage complex designs.
Hierarchical design involves the successive decomposition of a complex
design into a series of lower complexity problems which can be solved
independently. The problem of managing the complexity in design
became a major task when VLSI technology permits realization of
circuits which contain at least 50.000 devices per chip. In the
management of complexity a well structured design will be satisfying
in itself. The hierarchical design process is controlled by the use of
different partitioning techniques.
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2.2.2. GATE ARRAY DESIGN

The main difference in design methodology, that distinguishes in gate
array design, is the fact that the gate array approach will not
support the hierarchical concept so easily.

The logic design stage in gate array design distinguishes from general
circuit design in the importance of low level decisions at higher levels.
This is due to the significant difference in implementing basic
functions of almost the same kind. For example in a certain technology
a three-input NAND gate and a two-input NAND gate will equal in size.
But a four-input NAND gate on the other hand will be more difficult
to implement because it will need at least two basic cells and
therefore it will be two times larger (on the chip) than the one with
fewer inputs. Therefore, most of the time a set of real basic
functions (basic building blocks) i.e. functions that can be integrated
easily (small area) will be determined for the representation of
complex functions. It is notable, that layout parameters are reflected
in the logic design phase.

In the layout stage of gate array design, the concept of Nrepetition"
will generally fit better than hierarchy, due to the regular structure
of a gate array image. This fact that gate arrays not easily support
the concept of hierarchy, will lead to a compulsive demand of having
automatic placement facilities available. The complexity will be one
reason and the number of basic building blocks to be placed is
another reason for using placement routines.

2.2.3. WORKSTATION SUPPORTS DESIGN

Designers seeking tangible support for gate array implementations find
instead that manufacturers offer minimal design aids during the
critical logic and schematic phases. The first hurdle creating the
design on paper rather than in a computer-based format. Then the
designer must hand-code the network-list description of his circuit
into the particular machine language that the manufacturer uses to
run automated design tools.

Simulation and analysis, layout and routing are performed by the
manufacturer. These are driven by a textual description of the design,
and the user's task of generating this syntax-dependent is difficult
error-prone. When this process is coupled with the lack of experience
of a typical gate array designer, a significant bottle-neck crops up in
the development cycle. The usual result is poor use of the resources
because of the large number of reruns necessary to produce a
correctly simulated design.

Another problem arises early in the design process when key
architectural decisions must be made. Often, there is little information
available to the designer concerning the amount of logic that will
actually fit into a given array. AS the design progresses, there is a
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critical need to be able to jump ahead to determine whether a
proposed design approach will be too large or too small for the array.
What's more a designer needs to be able to e)(tract information from
the physical layout and return it to schematic or logic diagram for
further analysis. This is for e)(ample important for making timing
analyses of the interconnection path.

The key to successful designs of large arrays is aside from the ability
to design hierarchicaly. the availability of suitable CAD workstation
providing a complete set of hierarchical design tools to handle all
aspects of an array design: from logic design to physical layout design.
Hierarchical design means sUbdividing the problem into manageable
blocks and designing each block until it functions correctly.

A stand-alone, portable universal developMent system will fill the void
by providing a complete solution to all phases of the gate array design
task. Moreover. the "universality" could be used to design arrays
produced by a number of semiconductor manufacturers. This is nearly
a demand for small and medium sized companies who are involved in
gate array design. The "universality" stands in stark contrast to some
mainframe-based gate array development systems. which support just
one type of array or only arrays produced by one manufacturer. Such
a universal development system also allows design development from
the functional description level right through to a finished layout,
using a common database. That database contains the information
required by the specific gate array. describing properties of the bare
array before the layers of metallization interconnections are added.
These properties present component. layout. and design-rUle
information of a particular gate array image.

Although. it seems that gate array workstations brings array design
down to system designers level, it has to be remarked that due to
the possible inability to easily place and route large gate arrays, the
freedom. fle)(ibility and time saved with these workstations are lost.
This is sometimes called the Achilles heel of workstations for semi
custom I.C. design.

Recently, semi-custom silicon vendors encourage engineers to assume
more of the design responsibilities on workstations. allowing the
vendors to concentrate on their strength: silicon fabrication. This has
lead to a transferring of semi-custom I.C. design responsibility from
silicon manufacturers to system designers, involving with a fundamental
change in design methodology. This makes the designer no longer
dependent of one technology supplied by one particular silicon
foundry. Thus. the designer is now able to apply the most suitable
silicon technology for the implementation of his circuit.
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2.3. IMAGE DESCRIPTION

The gate array image description distinguishes a number of generally
applicable terms:

o core cell

o interconnection "channels"

.0 chip image

o design rules

The structure of interconnection "channels" (spaces) are very
technology dependent, but mostly they can be described as a fixed
space with a certain number of design rules defined on its use. In the
CMOS single layer gate array technology, there is a further restriction
on the use of polysilicon as second interconnection layer, which is of
course already preprogrammed. In this technology a channel is
constructed of polysilicon cross-unders i.e. small strips of polysilicon
with on its both ends a via. These poly cross-unders are used for the
connection direction orthogonal at the cell rows. The personalization
now includes the determination of the positions of small metal strips
to connect poly cross-unders for the connection in one direction and
the determination of long metal tracks across the poly cross-unders
for the connection in the other direction. By using this trick one has
created a single layer personalization gate array that gives the
feasibility to interconnect in two directions.

1

Fig. 2.2.: Routed CMOS channel with poly cross-unders.
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In the chip floorplan we can distinguish two main types:

o cell rows

o cell blocks

In an array with cells positioned in rows the interconnection between
two interconnection channels is somewhat difficult, certainly it is in
the middle of a channel, if the use of feed-throughs is restricted.
Therefore, in some images the cells are arranged in blocks, mostly
consisting of two rows, to make the interconnection easier.

ACTIVIARIA~t:!i:~~~~~~~~H
(INTERNAL CELLII

WIRING
CHANNELS

ROUTING CHANl\IEL

_TWEEN INTERNAL~~~-:=-:=:=~~~~~
AND

PlRI,"IRAL CELLS .....L...-..................4-&--"-......L-~

110 CELL

I/O c.U._--t--:::::J

alla.....Z.
blDl:b __-t-i=!=1"1-..L....J

.iu--_+-~~.

Fig. 2.3.: Two main types of chip images.

To save time, and to make designing easier, the most appearing basic
functions will be already layouted and collected in a library. There may
exist more than one different layout pattern (stamp) representing the
same function in that library. Common pre-Iayouted library functions
are: 2 input NOR or NAND, 3 input NOR or NAND, inverter, D-flip-flop,
and sometimes there exist also some more complex functions such as
counters and so on.

There are several types of gate array chips, each offers different
performance features. As might be expected, digital master slices are
available in virtually all digital technologies: NMOS, CMOS, I2L. ISL. TTL,
EeL.

2.4. DIFFERENT GATE ARRAY IMAGES

The cell configurations must be chosen for ease of both internal
interconnection to form the required gate functions and external
connection of these functions into higher levels of functional
capability.
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This leads to very different cell configurations for the different
technologies. Most cells are made up of components which can easily
be configured to form simple logic functions within each cell, except
for ECL. ECl cells are generally larger, including up to 20 or more
transistors, and are suitable for the implementation of more complex
functions within the cell.

2.4. 1. ·'2L· AND ·STL·

All designs using integrated injection logic (I2l) and its Schottky
variants employ a single transistor gate, allowing the implementation of
the nand function through the use of several inputs. A very dense
layout is possible with I2l, although this is not true with STL.

The cells are made of single transistors, each configured as a single
input, multiple output inverter.

/
P-Type Gate Filger

Fig. 2.4.: I2l gate array image.

The I2l cell configuration used is shown in Fig. 2.4., and includes a
single input. 4 output gates. The contact and the underpass levels are
customized as well as the metallization, so simplifying the problems of
routing through the cell and providing many of the benefits of two
level metal with only a single layer.
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Fig. 2.5.: STl gate array image.

Schottky transistor logic (STl) has a similar layout to that of I2l
above with a ·stick" structure for ease of interconnection. see FIg. 2.
5. The cell. however, becomes larger due to the addition of two
resistors. The design no longer includes customized underpasses and
contacts, but instead uses double metal.

2.4.2. "EeL"

Eel designs tend to use larger cells containing greater than 20
transistors in each. This leads to an improvement in the operating
speed of complex logic functions, flip-flops for example • but may
lead to under-utilization of the cells if many simple gates. such like
single NOR and NAND gates, are required.
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Fig. 2.6.: ECl gate array image.

2.4.3. ·CMOS"

All CHOS gate array cells are made up of transistors pairs with
common gates which can easily be configured into logic functions.
There is a variety of cell types, containing from two to si)( transistor
pairs, each manufacturer claiming his design to be the best, although
this depends on the type of logic function to be implemented.

The two transistor pair cells. shown in Fig. 2.7., are the best for
simple functions such as two-input gates, but the larger cells are the
better for more comple)( functions, since these can then be
implemented within a smaller number of cells.
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CMOS BASIC CELL CIRCUIT i CMOS BASIC CELL TOPOLOGY

Fig. 2.7.: Fujitsu two transistor pair CMOS cell.

The three/two pair cells have the advantage of a polysilicon cross
under through the middle of the cell for ease of routing. The 'AMI'
cell shown in Fig. 2.8. is particularly unusual in having a cross-over
gate in the second pair section of the cell, allowing the use of single
transistors where this would be useful. This allows economical
implementation of transmission gates which require a Nand P channel
transistor pair with separate gate connections and can simplify the
interconnection of other logic functions.
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Fig. 2.8.: AMI 3/2 input CMOS cell. with cross-over gate.

The three and four transistor pair cells are sometimes configured as
two separate two input gates. There differences from other cell
types are commonly e)(pressed in little changes of the routing area.

The silicon foundry 'Harris' uses a cell containing 6 transistors pairs. 4
having a common gate for each pair but the other having separate
gates. The independent transistors available in this design allow
increased design fle)(ibility.

Cell configurations are also important in the routing phase of the gate
array. Particular aspects are for e)(ample the possibility of the
internal cell routing and the access to contacts from the routing
channels.

Most of the cells are surrounded by polysilicon cross-unders to
improve the routing in single metal systems.

An important question is how many cells are required for the
implementation of logic functions. Table 2.1. presents typical values of
required number of cells for some logical functions.
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I

I FUNCTION NUMBER OF CELLS
I
I 2 2/3 3 4 TRANS.PAIRS
I
I inverter 1/2 1/2 1/3 1/4
I 2-input NOR 1 1 2/3 1/2
I 3-input NOR 3/2 1 1 3/4
1 D-fl ip-flop 5 2 4 2

Table. 2.1.: Comparision of some gate array images.

2.5. GATE ARRAY VERSUS STANDARD CELL

The other main custom approach is the standard cell approach and
differs from the gate array approach in relaying on a not fully
processed chip. The standard cell approach involves the use of fully
characterized standard circuit cell from a cell library and offers the
advantage of proven circuit elements which require simply to be
arranged and interconnected on silicon, in the same manner as laying
out a printed circuit board. One limitation of the standard cell
approach is that the cells have a fi><ed positioning of the input and
output pins. An advantage of the standard cell to the gate array
approach is that the size of the interconnection channels between the
rows of cells are not fi><ed in advance but they are fle><ible in width
and so it is much easier to interconnect the chip. The standard cell
approach and the gate array approach offer comparable costs and
time-scale features. However. each has specific in that the gate
offers very ine><pensive commitment whilst standard cell designs the
possibility of custom design space on the chip for specific hand
crafted functions.

The dividing lines between full custom, gate array and standard cell
approaches tend to blur, since trends are towards standard
interconnect arrangements to realize standard functional.cells for use
on gate arrays.

o Only interconnect masks (metal) need to be designed, so that
prototype time-scales and costs are reduced.

o Since only interconnect masks have to be designed and produced.
there is a higher probability of obtaining a correct design first
time.
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o The integrated circuit processing stage of metallization is less
involved than any of the other processing stages, consisting, in
the main. of etching away unwanted aluminium to leave the
designed interconnect pattern. Thus a system house can have an
effective fUll custom capability without the need for a fully
processing capability.

Simplification of layout.· with the possible use of standardized
interconnection design, permits automatic routing software to be used
for chip commitment. Use of standard functional cell types and
standard cell arrangements for those functions together with a
standard interconnection grid greatly simplifies the task of designing
the required interconnect pattern on the gate array. Firstly all the
available track paths are clearly defined by the standard
interconnection grid and, secondly, the interconnection pattern is
suited to autorouting. The design e><pertise required to customize the
gate array is almost wholly confined to the initial stages of logic and
circuit definition with the interconnect pattern being similar to the
design of a printed circuit board, and no detailed knowledge of the
integrated circuit being required.

The gate array can be regarded as a mask programmable component,
or functional array, offering the fully capability of dedicated chip
design in terms of incorporation on a single chip of combinational logic
functions, sequential circuits and possibly analogue functions.
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CHAPTER 3

PLACEMENT

Placement of gates on a gate array corresponds with finding a map of
logical functions on a two dimensional array of basic cells such that
after routing the interconnections. the realized functions will behave
e)(actly the same as the functions that had to be realized. Therefore
the most important requirement of a placement algorithm is that the
chip, after placement. guarantees the routability otherwise the to be
implemented functions cannot be realized in silicon. Thus. the silicon
implementation. obtained by personalizing a gate array (placement and
routing). has to reflect the functional requirements.

The placement of the gates' must be optimized so that the routability
and some other performance factors are guaranteed. This optimizing
corresponds with minimizing an objective function (cost function)
which contains a certain number of terms. providing a more or less
fUlfilling of following requirements:

- routability

- minimum total wire length

- minimum number vias

- minimum number feedthroughs

- minimum used area or ma)(imal gate utilization

Automatically optimizing the placement of a large number of gates by
using a combinatorial optimization can be a computational nightmare.
For e)(ample, the performing what's called a "pairwise interchange"
(interchanging two cells to reduce interconnect) on , 000 cells can
result in 500,000 swaps and an analysis of routability must be made
for each swap! So it needs no evident to simplify the optimizing
objective function.

Another simplification of the placement optimization can be used, by
clustering some cells together in order to reduce the required number
of swaps. Therefore, gates are often clustered into highly
interconnected groups (IBM calls these "supernodes"" and then these
·supernodes" are optimally placed. again using pairwise interchanges and
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wirability analysis. "Macros" or "macrocells" are commonly used terms to
describe clusters that form an identifiable function. Clearly, much
care has to be taken about the generated optimum by using pairwise
interchanges of macros, because it is not necessary that it is also an
optimum of the placement if there were no macros used!

Macros are also used for manual placement to make the manual
placement a little more comfortable. Often a designer want to use
macros, also when he has automatic placement and routing programs
available, to finish the wires the automatic programs couldn't route.
In that case sometimes the designer replaces some macros (manually)
and tries to complete the routing then.

So far we have assert that a logical function can only be mapped on a
whole number of basic cells. This is simplification of the reality. The
images of basic cells, consist mostly of a set of transistors connected
together in some way. So it is possible that one basic cell contains
more than one logic function. Thus, usually the above mentioned
assertion will not be satisfied.

~8"
Fig. 3.1.: E)(ample of logic equivalent pins.

Because the netlist (input data) is described in terms of logic
functions, there must be an assignment step of logic functions to
cells when a pairwise interchanging placement program is wanted to be
use. Thus, there is a need of having a tool for this automatic
assignment of logic functions to cells. This is a very difficult tool and
step because of its technology dependence. Also this assignment step
is not unique so it might lead to a SUb-optimum of the objective
function. It is very easy to show that this assignment step of the
placement is not unique. Consider for e)(ample a 4 input NAND
function, the order of the input pins is not determined or fi)(ed,
because of non existing geometric constraints in the logic function. So
there are in this example 16 ways of mapping the logic function
containing no geometric information to a basic cell.

Now we are able to give an overview of the placement functions:
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- technology independent handling of gate array masters

- assignment of logic functions to physical cells

- exchangeability of logic functions within a cell

- exchangeability of logical equivalent pins within a logic function

- special handling of macros or "giant-cells"

- automatic placement of the input- and output cells (pads)

- restricted area concerning cells

- weighting of nets in order to cluster logic functions or cells

3. 1. DIFFERENT PLACEMENT ALGORITHMS

There are two main placement methods: the constructive placement
and the iterative placement. A constructive placement method consists
of a heuristic algorithm which is often based on graph theoretical
methods. The module placement algorithm involving with resistive
network optimization [Cheng 84] is an example of a graph theoretically
constructive placement.

The most famous and well known constructive placement algorithm is
the min-cut algorithm first pUblished by Lauther [Lauther 78]. The
main strategy of this algorithm is that a module with the highest
number of interconnections to an already placed set of modules
(cluster) is placed as the next and it is placed as close as possible to
the cluster, such that the interconnection length is minimized. This
will be repeated until all modules were placed. Thus, this algorithm
minimizes the interconnection length of one module and its
environment but it does not give any guarantee of creating a final
placement of all modules which has a minimum interconnection length.
This disadvantage is often seen as the most important one.

Another large disadvantage of the min-cut algorithm is that the
interconnections are clustered to the center of the chip which can
lead to a significant area consumption necessary for the
interconnections. Sometimes the area consumption can be decreased a
little by designing very complex and very optimal channel routing
algorithms.

Inherent to gate array design is the inflexibility towards all
parameters and so the dimensions of the interconnection channels will
be fixed. Therefore, the min-cut algorithm will be in general not
applicable for gate array placement. due to the non uniformal
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distribution of the nets (interconnections) on the chip surface after
the modules were placed.

The most well known optimization method in the class of combinatorial
optimizations is certainly the 'Monte Carlo' optimization. Many derivates
of this method were applied to placement optimization problems,
although these applications had one main disadvantage. They cannot
guarantee finding a global optimum. This optimization method consumes
a very large amount of computation time. Therefore it is almost not
applicable in iterative processes like chip placement. Another not less
important aspect of a iterative placement optimization methods is
that the quality of the resulting placement is very dependent of the
initial placement.

In reference iterative placement is· sometimes in literature
represented as a Markov process. A new state will be generated by an
e)(change the positions of two modules on the chip with a certain
perturbation probability, The transition probability from state i to
state j will be determined by a perturbation probability for
generating state j from state i and by the probability to accept
state j if the system is in state i. In practice one obtains a Markov
chain by repeatedly generating a new configuration the acceptance
criteria. Optimization is performed by starting this chain-generation
from an initial state (initial placement).

Placement and routing go hand in hand: The most careful placing is
the surest path to creating a gate array that can be routed
automatically. In other words, a chip whose elements are optimally
placed stands the greatest chance of being optimally routed.
Successful automatic placement is the basic ingredient for minimizing
wire length. avoiding congestion. and making the fullest use of all
available gates.
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Simulat'ea "nneaITmJ Is :i stocfia·stic optimization method. This method is
based on the existence of a connec~ion between combinatorial
optimization and statistical mechanics. The framework for this
optimization is provided by a detailed analogy with annealing in solids.
"'Esp9cial~ when a sys~ef¥l Q~ whie" tlii! eo!t: fUnction "IS to tm
OPti~ized, ,.bas,w,tAe-'fi)pol!le,,'iEMl -8f-.el J . te"ge and emw~mn~ !Vst:e'rm,
Simulated annealing is particularly useful as an optimization method. An
algorithm is used for appropriate numerical simulation of the behaviour
of a many-body system at a finite temperature. This algorithm
provides a natural tool for bringing the techniques of statistical
mechanics to bear on optimization.

The model in the statistical mechanics. which !~ used ~Iogue for
optimization. consists of a mixture of a numbePlInhomogeneous liquids.
This m.ixture has to b:fdJIC~'B'}f,{'ne:be(etttAunt!1 it becomes a mono
crystalline structure, w~iee~pe,~~... & ground state of
matter. With other words a single crystal is growing from a melt by
lowering the temperature. To lower the temperature is not a
sufficient condition for finding the ground states of matter. The
procedure which on the other hand guarantees the sufficient
condition consists of careful annealing, first melting the substances,
then lowering the temperature slowly and spending a long time at
temperatures in the vicinity of the freezing point. If this procedure
is not e~tly foll~ed. for example by lowering the ~perature not
slowly eno~ substance could be allewes to ~et out of
equilibrium. The resulting crystal will have many de.N;"cts. or the
substance may form a glass with no crystalline order and only
metastable, locally optimal structures.

-4i!I: THE ANALOGUE.
---..,.

In the section above we already talked about the physical model
consisting of a mixture of inhomogeneous liquids, which will be used as cz.,.,-~

example for showing the annealing process in ~ stati::~mechanics-G '~ r;:;:J
On the othe'n'AnFd we have the gate array system . placemen I ---../'
cost functio"'-has to be optimized by 8't eef9ltsi ....t"...-jal optimization
method (simulated annealing). In the following it will be shown how the
physical model can be used as an analogue for the placement of gate
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arrays.

In the physical model we know the following terms: atoms, movement
and collision of atoms, temperature. energy of the system, cooling and
heating, single crystal and glass. These terms can be compared with
the terms of the gate array placement model\wh~ ~lie plipsiOI

r moeJel acts as aR "im8Iegloloe.

Fig. 4.1.: Comparision of annealing in solids and simulated
annealing.

1~IA.,d~7 &~'tl- ,)Qey-CQC k{,e~ . Ow~ t~Q~c~~
pc" c, lQJ!. (}<1VV" {e.\-ll'>'" l.te.",-Q..~ ~ k ~~~tA.

{€-. 4I..l"-'~ QWIM-Q,Q~"A ·
_ - _.U.

C( C(' f'fa,~
There is CAl!! -one- big prggleA'l left. a 1 disagreement between the
placement and the mixture of liquids. The movement and collision is a
typical parallel process i.e. at the same time many (almost" pll) atoms
~ mOI!C?_u.les are moving through the sys efr he ~terc~g~ of t-.e
~ mOdules t csaP, He".,. tis! a parallel proCMS. • e parallel motion
I of the atoms l'hblS' tie simu.'ate~ by. '. . ' ,)) ipt"rfhang~ng
i s#" two random modules. ThIs simulation ac:cCAlPIIB,ii If~trl" 'I'i"".....1'19

one time step in the physical model with a fixed number of
interchanges. The consequence is that the control function which is
time dependent has to be adapted to this change of the time
variable. All this will have the effect that the time variable in both

'. cases is equal to a certain number of movements or interchanges. The
\ movement of an atom and the collision of two atoms is simulated by
\ an interchange of two, randomly chosen modules of the gate array.

~.~ .-

, a~_
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~ METROPOLIS

Iterative improvement, commonly applied to ..eel Is:JAlSPil, optimization
problems, is much like the microscopic rearrangement processes
modeled by statistical mechanics, with the cost function playing the
role of energy. However, only accepting rearrangements which lower
the cost function of the system is like extrem~,.rapid quenching
from high temperatures to the temperature zerofl>$~ should not be
surprising that resullin~ J.- solutions are usually metastable. The
Metropolis procedure f'rtom statistical mechanics provides a
generalization of iterative improvement in which controlled uphill steps
can also be incorporated in the search for a better solution.

Metropolis in the earliest days of scientific computing introduced a
simple algorithm which can be used to provide an efficient simulation
of a collection of atoms in equilibrium at a given temperature. In each
step of this algorithm, an atom is given a small random displacement,
and the reSUlting change, liE (delta energy). in the energy of the
system is computed. If liE <= 0, the displacement is accepted, and
the configuration with the displaced atom is used as the starting
point of the next step. The case 6E > 0 is treated probabilistically:
the probability that the configuration is accepted is

PCtAE) = exp( -AE I kT ).

Random numbers uniformly distributed in the interval (0,1) are a
convenient means of implementing the random part of the algorithm.
One such number is selected and compared with P(~E). If it is less
than p(AE), the new configuration is retained, if not, the original
configuration is used to start the next step. TofoMi @.!!6JU .. hall lias
t.l'te COiisCQueilce' thIrst' t"'e .ytton suo'ver i,,'. BOltzmann djs~1 ietsltien.

~ INITIALIZATION;..:;-----
The ealing algorithm c:;::: te be i~ized. The initialization phase Cir..Il.s:-\.c.-1
-g4¥es"tothe ~rryperature an initial value and prepareStte.the initial (J
placement,~ is read from the description the user ~efined ~
,tAe placement ~ i.£ eclleu=th~1 "aces: II y diliBrshu ::placeme~t.~

"
,.AA A~ ~ ~'lo-""- evt

Before the annealing phase can start one has to be sure that all
substances are in a dissolvable condition in the mixture of the
analogue annealing model. This means that the placement has to grow
worse, i.e. the cells have to be mixed so that the Quality of the
placement will decrease. The decreasing of the Quality of the
placement is called the heating phase because the temperature of the
system increases during this phase. At one point of the heating phase
the increase of the temperature is stopped and the placement
created corresponds with the maximal necessary disorder placement.
The maximal necessary disorder placement corresponds with the
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I.AA

The determination of the starting temperature '!Pel the heating phase
is important to guarantee the algOrithm~nd with an optimal
placement n- .....s~.18ib+e. If the rea ed lacement after the
heating phase is ~ than the placemen cor esponding with the
maximal necessary disorder, we have to anneal until this placement is
reached. This means a lot of computation time wasted. On the other
hand, if we don't heat enough, the annealing algorithm cannot find
the optimal placement.

The starting temperature is determined by the mean absolute value of
the delta-energies of a certain number of moves. This corresponds
with the temperature being calculated from the fact that the
exponent of the Boltzmann equation is set to one. With this method
we can come fast and with a little effort to the staring point of
the annealing phase.

4.4. THE CONTROL FUNCTIQ!/, ~ ~t~O\. ~~ )
'-- (,6-11'\. h·o="~~~\,;oV\~~t --:-J._-:-__~

The ":Eil func~ almost the most important part of this
optimization approach. When the temperature lowers too fast the
system will end in a glass, and when on the other hand the
temperature lowers very slow the system will become a single crystal
but the computation time to run the optimization process will be
immensely huge and Wi ' ed. One thing we know is that when we cool
infinitely slow the probability of reaching the global minimum of the
energy function is equal to one! . n

.: ~.o,.( (/.l~UlN'\/
Our aim is to fin~ a control function Yrlra-way that we know with a
certain confidence-trthe global minimum of the cost function will be
reached and the costs of this optimization process in terms of
computation time will be minimal. Thus, the problem of finding a
suitable control function is transformed in the problem of finding the
fastest temperature lowering scheme such that reaching the global
optimum is guaranteed.

'L~
In the gate array placement model there is no time variable@J ~ when
we want to use a time dependent temperature scheme we have two
.m1t~determined variables. We can change the number of interchanges
or moves per temperature step and we can change the temperature
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step size.

.-----.--,~
It-- ls'-not --PM$i leyer-U5-=rind the ·sUltable tempe, atai e lOwering
schewe in 'theel '17 TheFefore we must ti y to find It by doing SeTTle
eMI!Ulvi'" ....ts. For one personalizatioN o¥ 'agatE; ai"ra!;'t1'l'i!'iS1iOrVery
Aaf'cf-"to~"ch:r, tn:r~ -It ""irO(;ll y 'di~"'&F. elJeQIMpessiti}le ·"'*e--f'iild a"
lew8FiAg- ....'·'S'Ch'Et1ij(t '=t't'lt! '~at ... "iH·"....'be "SUi t:able fljF eve. 9
p&rslill'lallzeatfUll. For this task fdesigned a test example that emulates
the behavior of a gate array. The fact that the optimal placement is
known is what makes this test example special.

vJe
The lowering temperature lowering scheme t found is explained next.

When the number of cells of a gate array is equal to n then the
maximum number of moves at one temperature will be 1DOn and the
maximum number of accepted moves (interchanges) will be 10n. These
two figures are to be considered as stop conditions for one
temperature step i.e. if one of these conditions is reached a new
temperature is calculated.

.j
1

~
II

Fig. ! l~i! The course of the acceptance level in function
"J \ of the temperature.

For each temperature the ratio of the number of accepted moves and
the total number of moves is calculated \ a.cu:I.- 't callftf this ratio the

L.J-e"
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O
\'" 11 '"C( f..U(O./~\..;) 'Je (Ft l'A !tl c;, r

~ A,.\.' CH b~ acce.Ptanc.e ratio or level«. When t"e eet:li se of' the acceptation ratio
and_ the... energy of t;e s~ temperature a;o= , .11 we see

~ / .... -- ..-~gIObally~: 2 'J:Pe acceptance ratio~ much
v t smoother than the Giss c£ ti~8' energy. This means that we can use the

acceptance ratio for controlling the temperature of the system.- ~~~~~ ~
17 //.... The controlling of the temperature salOl £ piece wise linear~. the
\VvV\.~ temperature lowering step changes at certain points of the

acceptance ratio curve, the ~. points. The determination of the
breakpoints dep~'1s;1s on the~ of the acceptance level. For t:M! ~
scheme I fetlIlQ.~ used only two breakpoints U thotlsht that it was
"at Fale'wal"lt te el=lee!e IliO' e I!,.eak~oillts)."one at the acceptance level

, of 90;: and the othe~~ne at 101.. These two breakc!?..0!r.;s~t~o.W0sen

te.,v, ttrK way beca~3Jnthel~"lfe of the ~cce!?~!'?Fe ratio-*,Y~~
divider ... threerrfe'g'ib'hs. The middle e~I.A..f'"':f'6ese three regionf is the
most important one because the energy decreases iA.. there very ~holA,~.
Theret0kte "t- chose the folio ;jag temperature steps in the three Ua
regions~ 0.7 in the upper region. 0.9 in the IlIoid region and again 0.1 in
the 10weM aeee"ta1lEe region. UMh~c..e..

fe\-,-< \f....J~ ~-4.. ~ ~ [.,).{~ ~ ~ o..~ ~

Tt:lere is oAry eRe thiRQ left to ny' tBit"'tr ..•.. ..'G'f""tlie stop
conditions of the annealing algorithfTlt, whiel=l also belouyS to tl=le
e-QRtpelliRQ sel=le~. One stop condition is reached if the acceptance
level becomes lower than a certain value. The value of the lowest level

~ -l.,; c,t}Rse is equal to 0.5%. Necessary is also another stop condition.
ConWJ~that a system has a close clustered configuration which may
lead to the fac~t the previous stop condition is never reached. In
that case we ~ .. to. introduce a~...sJqe condition to guarantee I •

the annealing algorithm will always ~. This stop condition I" c; ~~
b<;( Ct7Asi"U of the maximum number of times the maximum number of rf

(j moves is exceeded; it is called the freeze condition.

~
With this s«Weme ~ found the optimal placement of the test example
rather fast. ,.t;.lalso used it in some other examples, and it seems to be
quite useful ij f~ture as an overall scheme.

,1 j ?
·/n~
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THE CHOICE OF THE HODEL

'fn chapler 3. wa have all aad) me"tio"ee 'I'Ie\ '&:e placeme
computational nightmare if we do not
modelillO- "his eGtl'S'es '''e i"t'Itefd'8ct1ml l'r I' simplified iIIUdel 6f "*'e..
IalaeeMlIllllt wAich bl8lauiou: "as to !!Ii iimifii-i'"o-i'Iiti'~J::21 III ..
"'luleh

o The minimum of the cost function of the simplified model has to
coincide with the optimal placement of the gate array.

The gate array will be considered as a two dimensional array of cells.
All cells are equal in dimensions and completeQ.,interchangeable, so they
will be considered as points. This is the fir6A: simplification. Normally,
the cells containl two rows of pins to be connected, one on the top
side and one at the, 110ttom-side" W'b;aF8tg, i!Ch pin is connected to
one or no nett;;)~ \When the cells become points the pins will be
collapse together to one pin (in the center of the point) connected 7
to a certain number of nets. According to this simplification we te.H- b4?.
the information of pin order and to which pin each net is connected.
NtJte

Remn:tc that it is self-evident that ~ in our model the total "move
space" has to be accessible. For our application this means that every
interchange of every two cells must be possible.

~

The placement of a gate array involves wttl'\ a" ill elliS" FAY t' ned. cost
function (also called object function) which I1ttt'I'e to be minimized to a

1t..CU
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~t-
global minimum corresponding to the optimal placement the
pe':!!Pnalized gate array. When making no A~plifications the cost
function consists of the total wire length of.mn netS.. It is very easy
to see that the calculation of~he totaie~ength after every
interchange of two cells will turn ~~ sollltisl"I 0 F the "laeel'TTent
psoblelXl iRte a eeR'lploitatisAal l"IightFl'liiPe. -?herefore. we try to make-up
a cost function which is very easy to update aft~terchange of
cells. (~'

~
~ ....r will summarize ~ the terms contained in the object
function:

- routability (uniform distribution of nets)

- total wire length

- number vias

- number feedthroughs

~(>~ v.~ "jC10 "'~

'FNH:l the structure of the simplified cost function iF\iA§Iii'n. The cost
function co_1'sts .. -of the total sum of the perimeters: of the

~'~£A.. ?-~~~surrounding boxes:/-t 0lhJ.dt1l nets. The surrounding box of a net is
introduced to !let ~'ffij11y an idea of the length of a particular

~~ ---n-e-J,.To get to know the length of a net is a great problem because
\ it is not routed yet. Therefore we don't know how this net ts' '7

situating exact IV, because it dep.nds gO tl'te lootitlg. When we

intr~~~eeoi~iA.~urrounding box of a net ~e know that the net must f:~ y.v--.........
be .LQ- ~lIer e Independent of the routmg of the net. If the . ~
surrounding box of a net is cut by a cross-line we know sure that
the net is cut at, •. ~~~l~ ._oni(,. tiQa:. by thClfc:.z:,gu.-line. Thus, the
surrounding box is a~ for the 'total wire length• .i.f tAe Ret Hs
F~~~~ it is a lower bound for it.

The gate~array is constructed of a number of columns and rows,
.caJljflw ::i& the grid of the gate array. The smallest grid unit is ...Uilctt~
equal to the dimensions of the smallest possible ba~ic cel/.:: All
dimensions and measures in this report will be expressed in' .c.t~s:~ grid
units. For example, a 10x12 gate array prepuea at a matrix of 12
rows containing 10 cells each. .(..\'

To estimate the total wire length, necessary fal" the cost fUllctioll"lff
tAe si~pJi-Hed ~gael, the total chip is cut at each grid coordinate in
both the x- and y-direction. At every cut the number of the
surrounding-boxes that is hit or cut by the cut-line is determined. If
we ~ add these numbers of t=liddeR GeUs for all cut-lines we have
CPt • lid an estimat..f!loA of the total wire length. This total sum is equal
to t:e. half of the sum of the perimeters of all surround;~boxes. It
is also possible to express a preference of a certain kind iii the form
of the surrounding boxes in the cost function. This is useful if the
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~
routing of a particular net is more difficult in one direction ;Jti in the
other direction. For example it is more favourable to route a net in
the "channels" than across the rows of cells, which is only allowed at
feed through spacings .....'Ael"l ti,e, c is ollly olie iIIetallir:atiel"l Mask t1seel.
"H;); '9;'11'6 ace, taili preference of the nets iFl eR8 paFtietlla, dii ec Lioll
,~~ -a helor 'fer the Ollif'o, III elistl ibt:ltion of tile ellli-

sur. OUlldlf'l§ . ooxes. r:.ece;1I8e1 reF 8veFy e",t liR8. ~ \)Ie ~ display te..t. ~t~
~ in t.9- histograms -eMJIh for o~direction. ? Ctvt-(...,~

e. F= --. l.A~.f
Now the cost function can be easily constructed witA tAe (Tell' e r
these two histograms. The area of such a histogram gives an C!'Hp~n!lJ'~~

t
of, the total wirerlen:th tJqat!::H:~:••x.~:ed. in one di~ec~ion.Ne~ly.------11 this shoulGl tur~A fQ.l:.- CQ--t-l'blctk.g, the -ebJectiVe fOn-et+on.
p ....ElIlidesl thaLttie="'"tlptIMIUUol"I algo, i tAm is "ot ased Fel' gne a;;~s.

8eGau-se of-the fixed a,.d pi el'FogFammed £aJ:m--.Q.,£_..gat-e--arrays,,,tt··_+s

nGt sufficient to have,..DRly one- tern., WliiCI'~I'..~sed the tota. wi ..e
19A9th, iQ t~. elajeeti~e ftll"letion. There is a need for providing an
expression~ ul"li reFj:Rit~ of the distribution of the nets a~I'
sa P IF' . This expression will be given by the
maximum olumn height of the two histograms. The next example will
show thi more in detail. Consider a personalized gate array with the
following histogram:

Fig. 5.1.: Badly placed Chip.

d,;~~al area of that histogram is rather small. a,though the
. placement is very bad, because of the high density of the

nets at one place of the chip. This is for gate arrays very
unconvenient since the routability can r-.~With the conse~uence

that the placement becomes worthless. r. the cost function we
will use to optimize the placement by simulated annealing isf 4-iAA.cJ bO:
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F=~s 2: H.- i' ~" HAX(I-(j + W,S ~w~" +- WyH HtJx(II,)
e.L

\~ \\NJ
\ c1J. '\ ,,(..L~\A.

\ r:1..N \ u..-&

\~ I~v\e.

Horizontal sum weight factor. ;vV
Horizontal ma)( weight factor.

.'l...,)
Vertical sum weight factor.
Vertical max weight factor. ,.{.u

whs:
whm:
wvs:
wvm:

where

-b
The weight factors are meant ~ control~ aRet I:i SEeMhg the impact
of the terms of the cost function on the performance of the~

placement. Na.t_"~~the.~-'~I·:~~~~"wet~f'i't"-faetGF& --+s.
iA:lpoa:.tant .Ji>tt.t ThW mutual ..... W • - • The ratios sf tfte
weight f'actaFs w,",s!w"'," aAS W"..'ShNfIA .)Cpr.ss the I atio 0 f ti'le
influence of the t'ttlQ \lei iilS of cost f'lDctioo: .iRe tatal wiFe le~
~e cni!~"I"!'It~t~ 0 r tile nets. The ratio.,S r:» .::!hm/l,ff)J..m and wtu./wvs
givef a~atcpiC6Ci~ the ,preference for the vertical or horizontal

direction" '-,~~-Q\...,-~~~,' "," U.. ~,
'----- ..~~ ..~ .' t' r ~<t~

Note that the magnitudes of the 4 terms~ in the cost function
are totally different. This difference can be e)(plained from the fact
that the "sum" terms are formed by the sum of all columns of the
histograms compared with the "ma)(" terms that are constructed by
the size of only one column. One has to correct this by adapting the
weight factors in a way that the magnitudesof the terms become ...
the same size. ~~f:
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'EHAP l"ER ,. :

MACRO PLACEMENT

In the previous hapter we have discusse~the simplified model
necessary for the a ealing algorithm. Thts ,.r6~del only handles basic
cells, which are all the arne. //

Sometimes the design hou es want to h~e a macro placement program,
because until now they pi ced their ~te arrays manually, with the aid
of macro's. The advantage of han,~g with macros in contrast with
basic cells is that the nu er f modules to place is much smaller.
Therefore the interconnectio much simpler. For example when we
want to use a flip-flop, it to be designed only once, and it can
be handled as one module the internal cell (inside the module)
interconnections separated e external cell (outside the module)
space.

The problem of using t rithm for macros is that they
have not the same dim nsions, which ke the interchange of two
macros very complicat d. Before I shal explain the procedure of
macro interchanging t 0 assertions have t be made. One assertion is
that the macro cells e only one dimensiona and all macros lie at the
same direction (horizo tal or vertical). The sec nd assertion consists of
the fact that all cro dimensions are equal 0 a natural number of
grid units. Where e grid unit is equal to th dimension of a single
basic cell.

6. 1. MACRO INT£ CHANGING PROCEDURE

Since we se the same grid as for the basic c 1\ placement, we
determine ells randomly on the chip. They are oth member of
different cells. Note that a single basic cell i considered also
as a macro cel containing only one cell. The largest m cro will be the
dominant macr. The other macro has to be extende on a way that
can be interc anged with dominant macro. To make th s interchanging
possible, the extended macro (cluster) has to satisfy the condition
that the len th of it is equal or larger than the do 'nant's macro
length. Even 'f the cluster is larger then another extra co ition must
be satisfied: the macros member of the cluster that d.o not fit in
the space f the dominant macro, have to fit in the ree spaces
distributed over the chip. When it is not possible to satisfy this last
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\
condition. th~ macro interchanging procedure stops this attempt of
interchanging 8(ld starts from the beginning with two new randefmly
determined Cells;\ /'

\
\

The smallest macril, has to be extended to form a Clust~P-;;C f macros.
First look wether ~ere exists a macro on the lefthap -side of the
already determined ester (initially they cluster cont~~' only the non
dominant macro). If it does, add that macro to.h'the cluster. The. ~

action done for the lefthand-side of the ster can also be
repeated. if necessar for the righthand- e. Of course. these
actions need only be rep ated if the length the cluster is still not
big enough.

Until now we have got t (0 e contains the dominant onel
intended to be interchange tnant macro will be replaced at
the most left position of th on the chip. The space, of the
cluster. left will be added t t freecell list. containing all free
spaces of the chip. The macro contained in the cluster have to be
placed in the space that be e free by replacing the dominant
macro to the cluster posit~'O! start with the biggest macro and
put it in the most left posi n of the dominant macro free space, if
it fits. Thereafter the bi st bu one is replaced and so on. When
one macro of the cluste !doesn't 't in the dominant macro free
space we will try to ~1/ it in anoth r free space elsewhere on the
chip, if it exists. / //

It might possible tysome macros won t fit in any allowed position
at the chip surfa ':',{ In this case this a tempt of interchanging two
modules is interrup rtf and a whole new att mpt of two other modules
is started. / /

I
Summarizing we! an say that the macro place ent algorithm only deals
with one dim sional macros on a two dimensi nal grid. I think that it
is not possi e to design an efficient macro i terchanging procedure,
which has restrictions to the dimensions r to the degrees of
freedom. erefore I have invented another ap roach to place macro
cells. Thi pproach introduces some extra (strong forces between the
member f cells of a macro and it considers the macros consisting of
a whol number of independent basic cells. Thes intra macro forces
have be controlled during the annealing, i,e., WI h the decrease of
the t mperature the forces become more and m re dominant. The
advan age of this approach is that there are not ny restrictions to
the macro" interchanging procedure but the big d advantage is that
the number of independencies is equal to the numbe of gates on the
ga e array in contrast with the number of macros, ich is of course
m ch smaller. This has an impact on the computati time of the
a nearing algorithm,
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IMPLEMENTATION ASPECTS

Conform the number of annealing atomic actions necessary for one
run, the total run time will be the bottle-neck in the implementation
of this optimization algorithm. It will be clear that the run time
optimization of the atomic action has got the greatest attention
during the implementation phase of the annealing algorithm.

PASCAL was used for the implementation, because on the moment the
annealing research on the application- of gate array placem~nt was ~_
started the language C was not available.(c was the language chosen~ lIT'"
the NELSIS projectl

,I

h:1iJ DATA STRUCTURE, \ • f f,(' " J
~

.I o. \ rLJ> '"' et'lr~,,, )',1 (('.,I'~ t..\'",,~. r,t·.;d··11."O.otJ "'-.. t"",,", J'\ ~\-"'t.1.r: s u-.~ ~, • • . ,> i ,1

e of the mast impOF'taRt FUR time imprOV8R=l8 t ba~ its base in tbe
data structures. "FR8Fefol e the "esiSR ef the data stl actUi e has to be
O:Wet~::e8Aii~. KoAeGy .. d.'. ,'pl:Ieb'p'e desigrT"""Wttt-odetel mille"the
,.,aiA effieie,.,ey of aft im"lemeAtatian.-~·-an-aI90~~tt:1I~'••eco l8li&~il"l'9

witb.··,tbe...,,~.~QYJlt of com.p.uta.tiOA.., ti.me~AeW&&sa ...y" Fo", .,., e"1!i ii!&'i~n

~ In our case the most obvious data structure design would ~t 6,;.
~. linked lists: one per net, containing the connected modules (cells)
and one per cell, containing the. to 't rtf connected nets. The
advantage of this approach is the dynamic memory Ill.un., y for the
storage of all relevant information of the nets and modules, but its
big disadvantage is the limited accessibility which results in a time
consuming process when records are not directly accessible. ft--i's"

't-Ael e'fOl"li vel y easy to see tf:lllt -t-tlel-e-e'Xfst-s-~~"t1adS'-Off t:lC!cween
memo, y anti" speedwtl'e'n-~~i'gf\~a~·datas.tf't:le~e fthis tt ide-tiff
~Aot iA-e4:.....is ~al:t+eolally· design-'OtTIy;"'~<rteX+Ot.s." alwa~s i.. e_ery

-:L~f~' (M W"-. U-IA'O-'~ ~.~ ~'-, .... ~c..L.er(:r ~ l(~ ClA~~q O~\
~ --8 data stFbleture desigil wi tit Ie!! iileiliOI y is show", bot POI ~.f:le 8-
~ali"9 it i~ VC!l"y OsefUI tel:l!e a speed uptimized data Ufuetore
~n hi spi te ef: 8'" iilc, easing 'lie, lie .., USe". lLeF'ttl"ately the to be

II I ." II'. 1~£ "~Lor" 1{···.·,,····"II,...,.... lf' .... h)(~Af, {<..• ,)i,>. •• J.l..rt.. rGd'\/"$.-{ 1'1"C,""'~' 1',...." ..... ".~"l.··_. V 't, ,v't "-' l'
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rb-J~~Y.A :-"",-" ~'-\"(> ..lq L?, L.'O··\-' eA r'" W Qt " {", +te I~!! 0. tA.~t'" (J;., L....~
c;l O~~'\"" '~'..:;1 I Q..C!-·.(vt J q)~'Ll::tl_
~UPyill!1 """"TllelilcOyr space vim ~ lead to Of'le of tl'le Bottle ~Lin
the annealiA9 algol it;+tm... A:I4I"'etl~ the number of cells, nets and
!"10dules gro~ up to several of thousands if VLSI circuits will be used.

._'~ exa~c'e'>ta 5000 gates~ array with 3000 nets and ~ maxim~hl1
nt!1l IUF .:e:f cells connected to one net ~ and each cell has 6
terminals. Then the data structure needs 5000*8+3000*20= 100,000
records. So the whole data structure will claim about one million bytes
supposing that each record is 10 bytes long. The memory required by
using such structure is still qUit~accePtable.

All these considerations will point to the rather obvious use of ~.~ie

arrays (PASCAL) for the storage of the data of the data structure.
'Fhe--mOl e as we intelid to use t11e PASCAL ~ailguage fOiilll"'l~meP'ltll'\g

tAt5---anneaHI'I'g' atgor itnTn'. An array structure has the important
characteristic that all elements are direC'tly and separately accessible.

(\leA J\ .lA.,etS"' l.'tot· ~ (CA".,o. (0--", ~\.M.~O'.

There exists alsoLthe problem of inserting and deleting one element
~ut bemg ii ery tttne ee"stmliAft: ppeeess. The solution to this
problem, for the annealing algorithm tla& its~e i.A- the fact that the
number of elements in the "lists" ~ constant. This means that if an
element has to be deleted another er the same element will be
inserted ~ Of ,"0"rS9 iA et"" ease t"'e twe eleMents BPe tt:le same,
d~ed by tbe... interconnectiOD list;s"~(Ae:"i5tst,' only tile t'15siti6n
c:ta-t-a will Be d~.hrent rhus.,. Elelet:i"9'''~'''''''''e1e",e"te- iF! the
arrays C4Ues ppnd with $biftiR9 sel't'le etemeilLs Olte ""P'Ositioii to the
"right" or to the "left", :rbese actioRS liIPe Aeee3SliIl, ",llelr Wg :r~sum'J?

that tl'le lists at e s9FteGit on tbe pesitioil aUa (5" t1Iee-nnneiiTs.

Ti"te data strtteture "'as store sonie data stOI e tWIce fOr creating--a
O'ery access ef~e necessary iAf'eF~ation. The net records contain all
cells connected by the net and the cell records contain all nets
connecting to the t~r[ll':'llsA.qf that cell. This stFblGtblPe is del ioed
ff'omCl\..t"'e fact that~toknow~ the nets which are connected
to ~ moving cell. Surrounding rectangles must be determined for
each of the connecting nets individually. For the determination of
that surrounding rectangle the position of all terminals (cells) has to
be known. When all terminal positions are known the surrounding
rectangle can be determined by finding the minimum and maximum
coordinates of the terminals. Of... -eom:se this is a time consuming
process. To improve the p~rmance of the ~' rRg implementation
~~? ••• ltilMI8'ion), one. to find a solution for a very fast
calculation of a surrounding rectangle of a net.

The solution was found by using sorted arrays for the x-coordinates
and for the y-coordinates of the terminals of each net. Now the
minimum and the maximum coordinates are resp. the first and last
element of the sorted arrays. Note that for this operation we claim
that all these arrays must be sorted. Sorting arrays is a~ difficult
action to do j L e r Ficici I'. but in our case it can be very easy. Because
of the number of elements being constant and of the fact that only
one element is c~nging position ill t:I,at II as at the same time,
sortingAaccomplishe".. IR+t+'l shifting some elements to the right or left.

r,'~') b(j-
- "1 -
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The introduction of arrays for the implementation of the netlists has
caused a speeding-up of a factor 2 or 3. The algorithm is now about
2 or 3 times faster than it would be if it had used linked lists. The
speeding-up factor is of course dependent of the size of the array
and the complexity of the netlists. For large- arrays the speeding-up
will be even larger than 2 or 3.

F~C ~~'"~J2.c-0 lP~. d-u~e. 'Y{..,lA c"t.u..o.t f" .. ,

TYPE
gat._rang. =° .ax_nUM_of_gat.a;
colu.n_rang. = 0 ux_num_of_coIUlllna;
row_range =° ..x_nu-_of_rowa;
c.l1_range =° ux_n~_of_c.lla;

'7n_t_rang. =° .ax_null_of_n.ta; A
"

c_II-p_r_n.t_rang. =° ux_c.ll-p_r_n.ta; 1;\.A./1

netliat_point = "n.tliat_r_cord;
n.tliat_r.cord =

RECORD

)

n_t~

n_xt
ENO;

n_t_rang.;
Mtl iat-point;

( -"ODREl: -)
cd I_record =

RECORD
net_Ii at
colnr
rownr
l_ngth
I. ft.-oat
righUloat

END;
c.l1_arrav =

n.tUat_point;
colUMn_rang.;
row_rang.;
inbg.r;
coIUlllll_rang.;
coIUlllll_rang.;

( pDint.r to h.ad of n.tliat )
{ col~n ind.x of c.ll }
{ row ind.x of c.ll }
{ l.ngth of ucro, containing c.ll}
{ lef~oat column index of ucro }
( righUloat col~n ind.x of macro )

( -NETREC" )
n.t_r.cord =

RECORO
_od
)'IIIod
lut.od
x_w.ight
V_wight

END;
n.t_arrav

aort_arrav; ( c.ll liat on x-coord. order )

aort_arrav; ( c.l1 liat on v-coord. order )

cell_p.r_n.t_rans· ; ( nI.Mlb.r of cells in c.ll Uat )

int.g.r; ( w.ight factor in x di r.ction )

inbger: ( weight factor in V dir.ctiDn )

=ARRAY[ n_t_rang. ] OF n.t_r.cord;

Fig. m.: Data structure in PASCAL.

1.
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..PROGRAM

A distintion has to be made between a move and an interchange of
cells. The change of energy -- delta energy -- is necessary for the
determination of the acceptance of such an interchange. When an
interchange is not accepted. the available energllQand its Eorresponding
interchange m~t be Mndon~ This results in a~,';~~~\vtiICh is exactly
equal to th~~O'~ rs~~ .(1'21 T i Illi~ -e~&~JOtcYoid1ofilg: the undoing of
interchang~~ the moves were introduced. A move exchan~o cells
virtuaIlY~tcr·)be able to calculate the change of energy i ~ill be ~ fu
interchange~. Now when a move is not accepted nothing has to be
done to get the old system configuration bac~ because th~a
s-t-F-ucture "'as not cbanged... This leads to a reduction of the cpu-time
with a factor qtf,...~I,'!'}~}t 2. Therefore introduction of moves is very
useful the more~total number of not accepted moves is at least
two times larger than the number of accepted moves (interchanges).
These are results from e)(periments. Therefore the benefit of
decreasing the computation time cW" ;' A, of a move is rather
~. This benefit is also very profitable since the time CQflS '1lI'1 ,. , I

necessary for accepted moves is totally waisted because it contributes
nothing to the improvement of the system configuration, ~
aecepted o. Ie-! se.

wt-th Int. edse;'.g tile "m'ViS·-~-pJ:oiqreiTl-·occlri's:····crti-t:ne·~cntP-...an.......)

~
terc ange If; two celli is a ar,irliel laction, cel.1 A goes \ to tB~
siti. n of ~II ~ and co."'o,urrent . cell. B goe.s to the position '.,.,Of ce.'

. Ince. hiS interchanging a tlon IS· emulated by a co:mpute .

s q entia~) machine) t.~'s para" I action is' divided" in a nurrjber 0 ,
enti .....:' actions in a/ certain order, to ensure the same reiult. Th

:tIe :j,ow is that ,rthe mov s are se.19uential a~1ions, and ;they wi,~
t c ithge the data ~tructure So when {bne net c~nects to Jcell Aa~

I ell ! to .. ' cell B 'til'en the calcula~_!~i_~_t:'! sUlV"0unding i tlox if thel
ell /were i!!.t.ercbat4ged will ge--vifong when rt·-~~..d-llke the!

UOO"......L.-n~ts..

The data structure design of the simulated annealing program is the
most important part of the implementation concerning the speed
optimization. Therefore, a lot of effort has been supplied for the
database design. which has lead to an efficient implementation of the
annealing algorithm. The implementation consists of a rather simple
program controlling the "moves", "energy" and "temperature". During
the designing phase a great emphasis was put on the "Stepwise
refinement .. method elaborating the rudely specified statements.
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PROCEDURE SIMULATED ANNEALINGi

{ .top_-.lt_.cc ::= upp.r bound' .cc.pt.d MOV•• during .. lting. }
{ .top_m.lt_.tt ::= upp.r bound' mov•• during m.lting. }
{ .top_.nn_.cc ::= upp.r bound' .cc.pt.d mov•• during .nn.aling. }
( .top_ann_att ::= upp.r bound' mov•• during ann.aling. )
{ .cc.pt ::= indic.tion for .ucc•••ful t.rMination of

ann•• ling at curr.nt t.mp.r.tur.. }
( ••It ::= incr••••• t ••p.r.tur••ccording to .chedule. )
( anneal ::= d.cr••••• te.per.ture .ccording to .ch.dul.. }
{t••p_not_acc ::= count. the • of ti... that anne.ling .a••topp.d

by pa•• ing the upper bound on the total • of
.•ove. per t_perature .t.p. .. }

(li.it_count ::= upper bound of t ••p_not_acc. )
( Ii.i t_1ev.l : : = low.r bound on acc.ptance lev. I. )

BEGIN
initi.lize .urrounding r.ctangle.;
calculat. initial .n.rgy;
d.ter.ine initial te~eratur.i

{ he.ting }
WHILE NOT acc.pt DO

BEGIN
_It;
_tropoli.( .top_melt_acc •• top_M.lt_att. accept Ii

END;

( cooling)
REPEAT

.nn.al:

..tropoli.( .top_.nn_ace ••top_ann_.tt. acc.pt I;
IF NOT aec.pt THEN t.mp_not_ace := temp_not_acc + 1;

UNTIL ( t ••p_not_.cc > limit_count I DR
( accept_l.v.l < liMit_l.v.1 Ii

-ENDi ( .i~l.ted .nn•• ling )

Fig.•.:

Z
Pseudo

program.
code description of the annealing

The routines MELT and ANNEAL. increase$' and decreasel the
temperature by a step according to the temperature schedule. They
return a new temperature. which will be used for the Metropolis
algorithm to do some interchanges. The Metropolis algorithm determines
if the delta-energy of a move belongs to an accepted move or to a
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rejected one. This
Metropolis algorithm,
equation. The pseudo

Metropolis procedure actually implements the
which emulates the behaviour of the Boltzmann

code description is shown next.

( count_ace ::= count. # accepted mov••. )

( count_att : := counts total # move •• )

( atop_ace : := upper bound for # accepted move•• )

( atop_aU ::= upper bound for to tal # 1I0"es. )

( accept ::= indication for aucceaaful terllination of
annealing at current telllperature. )

BEGIN ( .etropolia )
REPEAT

pick two cella intended for interchanging at randoll;
calculate delta-energy;

( teat .o"e can be accepted )
IF delta_energy ( 0 THEN

BEGIN
energy := energy + delta_energy;
effectuate interchange of the cella;
count_ace := count_ace + 1;

"f"'" ) ~ -'" END'\) ELSE
~ ~tJ IF RANDoH ( EXPI - delta_energy I te.perature I THEN

,J;~~U l BEGIN
~ energy := energy + delta_energy;

effectuate interchange of the cella:
count_ace := count_ace + 1;

END:

UNTIL count_ace > atop_ace ) OR
count_att > atop_att I;

IF I count_ace > atop_ace I THEN
accept := TRUE;

END; ( Metropolia )

Fig. 1/3.: Pseudo code of the Metropolis algorithm.
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~~

EXPERIMENTS

The ·CHESS-BOARD" gate array.

The "RANDOM" gate array.

o

o

~t0
To determine the best temperature lowering scheme, one NWe to
know what is the best possible placement, and in what time can it be
generated. Therefore, the -final energy" and the computation time l.
CP.Jj5iilBf3ti~O: putting the Syst.l,m.t'.iinn_1:.he state with that energy are
in first ..... important for ~ the scheme. Of course this Q..(;(~, . .. i .
collected experience is of general importance and not particular for--vv"1-<-".,.
this application of the annealing algorithm. To increase the insight in ~ ')
what is the best lowering scheme for annealing with gate arrays, some
additional inf~~rn~tio~ is necessary. In t~~~ase not only the.~ y.o.i
51i energy Yit sa~lsfYlng but also some .~ for the routability are
required. The routability factor is very difficult to 1etermine without
a routing program. In the examined experiments the outability factor
was determined by observing a figure which expresses the net density.

The experiments were done on four different gate arrays:

I

o The "BARS" gate array.

o The "TEXAS" gate array.
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Bd;ffr -RANDOI-f' GATE ARRAY
" '" ~;:<~

AutomatJ System Des;gn IES!

The "RANDOM" array consists of 12 rows and 18 col mns, and contains
180 occupied cells located at 216 possible positions This corresponds
with an array filling of about 847.. The name of the ate array results
from the fact that the personalization of the a ray is based on a
random netlist. The netlist. whic;./'l contai~f, ... 100 nets, is generated in a
randomW manner but not total~rbitrarf:OOn the c nstruction of the
netlist there were some constraints tr ik iiiifl.f T-he ;t;~iAt.! an!:

f'!
'J\~ ),V.\"(

o a net may contain only 2 to 10 cells to which

o a cell may only be connected to 4-12 nets.

is connected.

,...u~ I

Of course these constraints were defined empiri I~ creating a
netlist which w1tt""'eS'timate 'the Pi aetke tbe best.V"\' Ctr· (~k,,/v~'\. q f i~ v~ ·cat
C"t~,{! • , ec. CQ. () i

In~first i~taftee this gate array was designed for testing and
verifying the implemented annealing algorithm, and s condly it has also OP
been used £ef' adjusting or determine a suitable te perature lowering /.v . ,.~ ,
scheme. -1-0 --

Fi9.~: The start (al and end lbl co figuration of the
"RANDOM" array.

Due to the random character of the netlist. the nnealing does not
converge, 1'he acceptance ratio ~reache;l'1the 10 er bound which is
about 31.. T . '" . . When we

Q?1t...~1u.u 'V\.l.JL.·~t t ,'« til cln r;...,.. e-\: y/ f ~ <, CJ~I ~<, c f {-f....J..;
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'c1,~~ ~-4- ' r /";; v~ Q\,"".\ i .«'{~ ~

~, I 1look .Pi the netlist we see one big "sphere" of elements wit strong
cohesion forces (during the experiments we ha~e called :..i1t the
"chewing-gum" effect). I"e. every cell in the "sPh~re" has an equal
connectivity (force) to all other cells in that "SPheref'

Due to this strong connectivity effect it will be i possible to place
the array in a w~~fl,~[)nt the connectivity is uniquel distributed wR:h av-.J.
at the same time~a~mlw.mum interconnection length. In the center of
the array there always will beQcongestion of~ in erconnec~. This
phenomenon is 118 Js:g s§~ in the histograms of t e final placement
(Fig. 8.1 .b). '-~' .'" r,- IV /,,),.: {,\ ~.J,

\ ~ I

8~!a "CHESS-BOARD" GATE ARRAY. '.

These series of experiments were of highest impo~tance since they
were used as reference for the determination and a6justment of the
temperature cooling scheme. They involve ........ the Iplacement of the
so called "CHESS-BOARD" gate array. which is an arr~y of 8 by 8 cells
with a netlist such that the best (mini'jllaJ> placement is known before
hand. Each net of the netlist connect/{'jfour neighbdur cells 4ieg:di$ F.

Hence. the "CHESS-BOARD" consists of 64 cells and 49lnets.

I

!

I

'/ Fig. 8.2., Net connection.

/

The annealing algorithm belongs to the class f10f combinatorial
optimization that are independent of the start con iguration. since in

.. \V / the initial phase al the annealing almost an unli ited number of
~' dete':.!.9ations are allowed by an increasing temperatu e until the point

of maximal necessary disorder is reached. There ore. the optimal
placement can be used as initial placement.
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The best placement has the following configuration.

Fig..~: The configuration of the opt mal placement of
the "CHESS-BOARD" array.

First of all, the system is observed with the temp rature decreasing
step equal to 0.95 according to the literature [Kirkpatrick 83].
Especially the acceptance ratioQ~ function lOf th temperature is
observed. The acceptance ratio shows in its~. tree distinguished
areas as already mentioned in a previous chapter. t is obvious that
these areas characterize the entropy fUPiftion of the system. and
when the control function has a Piece'Jwise line r character the
parameters of that function will be determined b these areas. The ,
observation of some experimental results shows I that when the
acceptance ratio changes much during one1 temperature step, the_d"LA'
temperature decreasing step must be small (for ex mplef{[9 or 0.95.', - 7 -l-~ dk
Does on the oth~r hand the acceptance ratl cha e not very ~-_______ d
then the decreasing temperature step can be for example VO. 7. ---
This pieceTwise linear temperature lowering scheme will give the result

'.;/

that the final configuration of the optimization prpcess ~comes

rather close to the optimum configuration wi h v..., a reasonable
computation time I ~P' TI!'ion
.seheelu~e.
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Fig. 8.4.: The acceptance ratio and energy in fun~tion of
the temperature.

'd~ t i-.Q~ W¥\}J.
Furthermore, some other faster schemes were tried out, resa"iFlg- ~
not reachMs the optimum. The sy~.ttm_ '1!" ~~n. ,if\ a local
optimum of the objective function (mal a'tdf'.!ec::l"byciUrn'perature
\$bi II'" ios toolJow ~~'»..~;f out of the equilibrium 4 eoml9al"iAg to tl Ie

.temperatUl;r lle~e13\~"~+9acceptffig deterioations of the system to )

get out of the equilibriumh ~ i.o~,. \..J-cJ~W~1

Sofar a "reasonable" temperature lowering scheme is experimentally
determined. T1;:~ rfJ,:,al result of the annealing algorithm depends not
only on the~ of the temperature lowering scheme but also on
the choice of the weightfafOtq,~s in the objective function.
Weightfactors are, in first -",~e':' intended for controlling the
affect of a particular term of the objective function on the final

result. The second role of the weightfactors~whj~h is of course of
minor importance. is their influence on the SQQ,r8~~f the objective
function ~ourse is sometimes called the "smoothness").. "[hi'S GOlolPee
~et-i&R of the ~~i9.tltfactot:.s--·Ge-fgef'ld5 ....el")' stl"ong on the-
·ineollshRCY of ea.cb term .-m-~eotJjectj·..e f'unotfoFl. ~if&llajflf@ €'fie
tel'1T1 -whicR co.otaios~ 0 f a histogram is much mOl e
~At than a term-etm-t-a·iflj,A9 ....the.. .t..9~ that t'iistogl arrr.
~ 1f the weight factor of the "max" term is an order of magnitude
larger than the one of the "sum" ~e~1Tl A the objective function will
have a "smoot'l~' characteristic. The~ of the objective function
is important :po finding an optimal choice of the degrees of freedom
of the annealing algorithm, because there existS a very tight
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relationship between the objective function and the temperature
lowering scheme. This was also .f'9mar~by ~ Otten (Otten

84]. ob~~

In case of our "CHESS-BOARD" placement. values for 4 weight factors
have to be chosen. The weight factors are chosen in a way such that
the 4ffects of each term is of equal order in size. This is done ~ 'p~
eliminating any preference of one term in particular. Hence. the values
are:

whm = 8
whs = 1
wvm = 8
wvs = 1

S:3. -BARS" GATE ARRAY «S~"",,"d'

The gate array example circuit -- in, Ls - report called the MBARS"
example -- that was intended for~ the placement algorithm
was not really a gate array delivered by a factory as a benchmark. The
description of the gate array was extracted from a picture. The
picture is shown next.
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The shown gate array was used as benchmark for the routing system
called BARS (BAth Routing System) by a research group at Bath
university. The netlist description was extracted from the shown
picture. The nets connected to I/O pads were ignored. Note that in
almost all gate array images the basic cells haoVttwo rows of pins
(terminals) ~ one on the top side and one at the bottom side. Each pin
in one pin row has its logic equivalent pin on the other pin row. If
such logic equivalent pin is used to get one net from one channel to
another channel then this connection through the cell is called a
feed through.

Mostly the definition of feedthroughs is slightly different from the
definition~The piece of interoonnection that goes through
a cell row. without having any connection to the underlaying cell is
called a feedthrough.

Because the feedthroughs were not indicated in the picture it could
be possible that a net was split in two or more nets caused by
ignoring the possible existence of feedthroughs. This incompatibility of
the netlist with the original netlist might have an effect on the
placement result.

After the netlist was extracted and typed in. the annealing job was
started. The initial placement was also taken from the picture. In this
example the starting energy is of great importance, because this is
the energy of the placement they used in BARS to route.

The size of the array is 10x12 cells, whereby 110 cells were occupied
by a certain set of functions iFtt:ei .Ad ta='hilple44'iimt. So it can be
considered as a relative small example, the more when compared to
the goal of our placement program: the feasibility of placing a gate
array consisting of at least 1000 cells.
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~L~~·\ .
~J~.

..~ The acceptance ratio and energy in function of
the temperature.

Here again the same course of the acceptance ratio is observed, which
~ pointr, to the usefulness of our temperature schedule.

8.4. "TEXAS" GATE ARRAY

The e)(periments involving the "TEXAS" chip, were e)(amined in order to
e~luate the performance of the placement pro~a,on larger arrays.
S far only small to medium sized arrays for . . the annealing
sc edule were used. The e)(periments with the large ar ay can lead to
the justification o"tl~~e~rameters of the annealing program, and it
is also used for ~hc)O~he time comple)(ity. The second point
which mak~ these e)(periments so important is e)(pressed in the
practical value of the examined placements. i $ i tlollil .... sa Cd b tl

$1"F9See~ ~~ree~'~e~,·"r11setufn@~!l~. ;eaTe::=j:ilrz ed =:$m::I1ii60i0Pb For
e)(ample the "RANDOM" chip reflects a bad }W~~ of a personalized
gate array; therefore its practical value Mn,:~~ lew.T~
to"o·t;he· aPPe&Fa~ce...gf··the,·eltts"t:el"eel ..1~tt'S't·,-,waTffTO'S't'""'tro"~-fy-m·(fd tire~'o r

ca II js····con"e'Ct-eet~Lt~al.mG£4;···eve-PY..~mooerte"'·,or:·ce.ll. .. ~

~ ~d:(S.b{ If., \ Czct. CA"",~.' 0c.r~ clQ..'.dtA l.lt.J..
The "TEXAS" array is ':a"e"d& b.9€ause ~a !jate a!=ray ~om TEXA§
INSTRUMENTS. The to be implemented set of functions ~

4- r 6 't- :2. 3 l.f
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tU f'. ~t.l f~ a.-
aeeel'AlJ1ished witn aA.~ul'\iverSal I/O controller. The Il:t:a:abtmg circuit was
designed by Stevens # .....af VlSI design~ course. stevens has tried to

irl)Plement ~CUi\Q STL gate ar_~_ay~~~m TE~AS INSTRUME~

c:.,thOU9h~ the chip was not re~zed, it is -- in- eu: ~ -- the most
..f=Ealizar51~~mple of a te ~ 1~~eA4;ed- d:i caito lRe . . L as

;:~e:::'::==:;::';ii;;::' .:.:.::;.:~
t 'lien one'-'wm'I~! . 'tr·1m'\5le".~/"'" e"ly-one
~ate array one have minimum num~r of cells the
fuitable gate array. ust contai at least. sup.ppoo~", the personalized
pate array has 8,Pi of its p ible cell locati9f1'$ occupied .-clnd the
fircuit contains../618 cells, e minimum1irr~ size should e in tha,\:
~ase 813 sQuy-e units (>8 cells). The two .a{ailable gate ray mas~ed
t\ave a si;e'" of resp. 00 and 600 cellFlhus, it is Q . e obvioyz""tha~

t"is':'~it. c~~~ot e. implemented/, (n only one _ . :ay in.~ Silic01
technology, connee t+t·-tne.-..1'.e~4~lR-l:IMEm&·~·.--··

~ ic wiring systems the avera upytng defll~e-v""'tlI'Ta't"1

~
: e can be hed, is und ,gher than the above men it~

.. which is the number of cells available in a gate r a
ster to~~_..e the implemen useful. Therefore the real s z f
EL-a'i ay will be- somewhere between 87-3-"'C'e1'T:" necess
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Ute- i~emefltatiefl of OUI tile ci~

Th is array was fi rst placecr~mTm1't"a1'nT""l"MrhrM!i~er-m-'fjI'tM~t:itn'r.-e_!-

he silicon te~-Y:--~~d-"by-the-system:'aesigners:-Cfiose 0

he implementation wilt be STL from TEXAS INs.:rfi"UMENT5 silicon vendor.
ccomplishing with this technolqgY. the gat~array image~k like th
ne in Fig. 8.7 The array dis~(nguishes ~,J'Y" e><istence ", Mblocks" wit

I rge wiring spa.ces between ,them. Eacht:llock containsi'two rows of 1
ells. with an./~'most squ~r~ geometrJt'at shape. Thef~fore, to.p;ovid
n ,appro><i~~teIY squa~." chip (a~ect ratio =;./1) the n,rber. 0

orlzontal /blocks mus~f be almost;.l equal to t~e number ",of vertIC
locks. sume the tast proposi1f!'ons, the sui1;.able chip sl)6uld contai

n our case 720 0.1/ 840 cells, Jorrespondin.9'/with ajJrray Aizes of re.sp
><6 d 7><6 blo9f'<s. The firsychoice belolJQs to the s allest one, fo
a><i izing the ,t'ell occupyin~ density. Th,e'{array, 12 60 cells, w· . b

s in our cise as the master for the' implementa ion of a cell
t

Q.l'tAteining ej~i+1l6GQmp.l'· . •

qlolalif'~i"g ~very"(:I''f'fita1l and "et clear. T: , a tool was
developed th~mPiled all net surrounding boxes and sorted them on
size. WitR ~. tne--l5llice-men'f ct5t1ttJ be qtlaloified somewhat
.,.,~. aod j.t.·-ean be remarked that. the surrounding boxes A qui,t
big, and certainly the boxes are not oblong enough. This effect is
bf'Qwghteon by the fact that the cells are about 5 times larger in one
direction than the other one, but in our simplified model they are ~. J

assumed to be square (or points). So wRen we waAt to pwt ...~ !4d.tl....
getri'TH!~"t'rte""iffterc-Gnnec.t..i.o.c...-lengtb in~~ve fupct iQfClo; insteaet- a
syFAl!lelie e"e. the weights of the terms in the objective function for
one direction Au:l to be" enla: yed. After the weigths were adapted
the annealing job was run, with~ better results.

\M.M.J."
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Fig. +: The annealing result of the NTEXAS" array.

b-v....~~u~
of 1'tQt e~aHy weight-eo& for both directior( results in a

rfelm~. In the network there were some macro's ...oi;ilMe. i"' ..... lIIis
/

flip-flops. These flip-flops contain 8 cells.
Since the wirability will be better in one direction, it will be clear
that the existing flip-flops will/ -" direction to give the best
results, because the intra macro wiri g is more critical than the inter
macro wiring. Here again the result were better when ~ direction
pr&EeF8lSlse is weigthed in the Object ve function.

,t
"OI.t~I(u..
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iliA) p~~

RESULTS

Cb v ,p LA !~J
!

At the moment the p $ II ] 161 placements had to be reviewed there
was no gate array router available within ~he research group. This had
the consequence that the routability of the generated placements
could only be estimated. The absence Q.£...tbe ~outer p~QuiGihilEi el6&o eJlle
-f:aet -*Aat "'thEr~,,,Oflfgn·e~-"NQ+.-eeverifieel. 'EtAS SO it was vel y
di{fic! ,It tcr-~-pT::l~l't'm'l'1rj:)log 1"8fY'l.

t> vJ.. ~1St:.. Lt{(:1 ",,-' \,,\ 4 Q
~r possibility of qblilP Cring do.e placement is to compare the
results from the annealing algorithm with the results from one or
some other placement algorithms. But these placement algorithms were

not ~vailable in the research group~ that moment. -rQ, A J. >, }( I>.'.(tl.
£Vl" ./It/( V- ~ ~( I ,().C TO 0"- -
Fill'lell,.. ~.be+A1r;Ilbte--a-l:>.t'Err-'1ltrt~-s1l)'--5G~iotJi:W:lg..~~~w:Wiili~....Q.f-1.b.e

p~osnam. some graphic;al toolrf.... were developed.
some parameters ~Mbt5qW'1~ ditplil!JIitllil the net density and the
mean length of all nets during the run of the placement optimization
progra~ ~~so some tools for displaying the placement with its
cells and nets to get an idea of the correlation between the energy
(value of the cost function) and the routability. The nets were
displayed from terminal to terminal just as a straight cOl'\flee'j"n.
becilwlio rOlltiAg-O£-tt:l8 Asts Willi-Rot possiblo ( ~ /

\'----~
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Fig. 9.1.: Minimum spanning tree net connection.

With these tools only a very general informal discussion of the quality
fector, of the placement is possible. aRa SSI tail"lly FIst If! de LaI'f:
Ancther --impu~ eeAseqllence of not beiRSf "8ble te I eotew' the
r8stlltil"l9" 1"taeel'l'ler'lts -is=ttlat rio "goOd" "sltte! fEJ'l"ttole stop parametQrs
of t~_..anne.a.Li.Alt..·~t:let: eetlf"ee£ o~· f'peeeoM sf .t.Ae 8'1ii~e.iiive

i4:tR..tie~'I!ing' 'fbtittd. -

N&t- Only ~ missing of the router was the reason for Ret beillg ::Ib1e
~ \7altlesTor·~·the-degree& of freedom but also .the fac.t that oQ..-.tl:le

R:lS",eRt -tt:le-·-a~--1*'Ggr-am.....was>.~enfer t'ITe' 8I'pt'ication'w--thEr
,~-"a'r-ray-•. -pl.ac.em.e~t--~.pr--ob~_th~r.!L...:tt~r.,g ••n.Qj;..J~.(Iy..._al.t:ead!:l' as-~ate
~-f"ea+i.z,ed..~.ne.t~ks_.~a\tai la9Je...-:t~ ...~ly_o.f,."t:',ea-l-"S*affir=»e--·l'te-two'" ks
~'-apJ9~yi.n9·' t~e·_· ...krc'e'rmm1:""""P'f1:19'f"3tfl·"Was'-nfJ';·-°S"()~'the-~p'FO'9'fam'·was"··onry
~d"'aAd aEl·.:iu54;-eG.. on.-tna.-,plac-e.m&A.t,..-O;£~~s.oro.e ..~;£ic.tiao ••~..t.~, --i.Ct~!i.~Jt(l'p'

..Re~we, ks.

SiRee ...the gl$lced-eif'euits cSbflliil Rot Be F9v;eweEil weJJ 1 ' it -is alFl'le5"1!
;m"ossj-bte<"'-""tn=~~quaIWy'" 't·fte'-"~-p'tae~ffff!rTt-~ogram:<~~·"~TI'lt:1-sy""~~t he

~I" Fa,·m-a-rree- "0T 'tffiS~11'i'tp'fE!'rnefl ta4W0Ao""~'''''''<f'la'e-errreT''l''t~''a'fgttritl fm·canrr"t
.liJ.e--f'evteweet·-e-r~'CO'm''p'a-rett·-w1t~..JmpJ'em&fltia4;-+en&-"be~f

- toe lasl. e f 1ge1'leA....sl k 'ptacem~ffts
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- thelltissili9'Vf otolle. p4aeeilfeill programs

fhCJ(~~:aa~~~:'ev:~ua;~~n-':::~i:~ttnt>~'i~~t~;~:f::~~~-::e~e :::~~t
f9" the place!'"ent of a gate arr containing N cells. T s is a qUi~e
ridiculous and-.1 a not justified mparison because t. ,incompatibility .'
~f the t 0 gate arrays. ey may be total diJ,ferent, the;;!nry
ompatib' ty is the total mber of cells (mod~s). The total us
ompu tion time depend behalf the compati,bffity of the arra. on
he ' plementing comp. er language and mact'iine. It depends jiltso om

. , I
h stop conditions. of the algorithm and. the parameter c ices of

e model. So it 'certainly not justifi~d' to compare tw placement
rograms (althou both may be based, on simulated ann ing) only on\
he total con med computation ti~~ necessary for t placement ;If \

C~c~~s con;' :~ng ~ate ar~ay. Thef"6fore I~will no=-_:.._~.ari.ze_:he.~~~~
Imas 0 e" aeSFR8R 5. -'--

~~W ~
Ibo"gh to give an impression of the CPU-time necessary tel" ~"'e run
..oS- an annealing job, in our case a placement generator, we will not
summarize the total time but the time needed for the calculation of
an accepted and rejected move of the ·chess-board· array on a
HP9000-UNIX system in PASCAL.

accepted move:
rejected move :

189 per sec.
352 per sec.

This quantity in time depends of course on the implementing machine
but it depends also on the size of the array, and on the number of
interconnections. Assume that the array contains N cells, then the
array size produces a factor N in time. Mostly the number of
interconnections is in some way related to the number of cells.
Therefore, the real dependency will be of the second order"""O(tJ¥ x<- ) .

/!IctU:..
The total number of moves necessary for one run (~ in accepted
and rejected ones) is another concept which con1;ributes to the
determination of the total run time. The contribution will be of order
N, because the number of moves is set to 10*N and 100*N depending
on the phase of the annealing. Together with the previous dependency
the total ~will be of the third order (worst case).

'tC-{J.1DI,c< M4
The routability will be probably, de,~ite e f all fitFe...isl:I8 n",a,.ks,~ 0
good ~ -atmest .... !, [JAteear. This conclusion is a result from the fact

c dt-that,..J in all examples. the uniform distribution of the nets is
( ·~ti".'f'~teee. (except for the "random" gate array). This is confirmed by

the histograms (Fig. 8.8) of the final placements and also by next
figure which shows the number of net surrounding boxes at grid
positions.
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Fig. ~.: Non-uniformal lal and
distribution of the nets.

aU '-i.f" feel
an :wd'fiiunaI (b)

d:it' c: 7",a. d :IiIllillW 15~tm;r£l[ll 59 a illQIJJO rii(iiijiij§iEiLliLtt!!tJ.id& EI fe

ar::mea!ing algnrjtb[Xl_~-tbero_

The placement program, applied here, is technology independent per
definition, due to the definition of the model. The program can handle
restricted area constraints, determined by the move calculation
routine. Therefore. it is no problem to place e\'el"lttlall, tl pad cells.
by considering them as normal cells present in a restricted area.

In--tt:lis ....e-l"SieR e f the an, ,ealing Pi ogFam tNi!Fe Was Lato:e'i ne aeeeol"lt
~er tl'le-.""""PQssibi!ity EI~ implementing. t.1:l& ~g9i€ fWFlli\ie"" fl'lappiA!!!I eo" til!"
pi i9sicaf~.

I.b_-rH-!-e--""(J'f'-""t-tler--l'osstb+li4-~-Q.:L.us~J--4e1+f!l-f'effr'ee1tt--rI'liH;.t:.el-.t:.Gl=~eg1~-f,eH;
nly one logic ~function. nd using the ass tion that some pins

ogically equ' alent is 0 course transform Ie to the prft'\lious rule an
o it is ot satisfi d within this i lementation the annealin
Igorithm All other rules or prope ies will be tisfied within th'
laceme t progra . So the ove all conclusio will be that h s

mple ntation uld be used a a gate array ,FJ acement progr wit
eas able qu ties for tho e placements/where the co tructi e
laskment pr grams did no generate acc£rate placement. But a I t
1 exper~'m ts have to e made to 4flderstand the ntrolling an

e adjus ment of t parameters /in a way th they can e
utomati lIy adjusted The invariant/in all these experiments must e
~:'M~I:;le-...$.H1a-J.,-AI.ilCJiit[Wan.t:s-_----

TAS &Ui-eieney e r tAe fl'lael"B plaee .....eP'lt is eue" "l!ll"e1el" to I eview LIlah
tt:le- l"e",iew c:rf eng bam- cell placEmEnt. because Of tile la.li e$:
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,r-.............

eractlcal eXlileFiertee dueter 'the absence"o'f fest"examp,s~ Addition?'
I~,act t this is that it is impossible to give an ev' ence for the
"goodnes" of thiS"-algOrL1::tlrn' Although the "goodness" of the algorithm
cannot be guaranteed or be demonstrated the onvergence of the
program is proved and estimated of computat' n time will be not so
big. The nu er of degrees.-O'f-Tfeedom and s the number of modules
is significant smailer-~with the chip ( te array) without the use
of giant i cells" o-,=---macros:---But the ef qrt necessary for calculating

he change 0 ner~t function ofl a move of two macros will
equ're much ore computation time! than necessary for the
alc lationt of he nergy of a mo of tw~ cells. The largest fraction
f he r quir d C time is ded for ithedetermination of a new
ov. The imp em~nt tion of e annealin~ algo.rithm. presented in this
ap r is ery fle

f
\ible tow ds the cont~ollin~ of the many existence

lac ment \ pa am ters. his program!~ imp'lements a technology
i de ende~t g te rray cement algorit~m. The gai:e arriiy image and
is. ilicon.1 imp erne tin te nology are mq»re or less Iparam~teriz and!

es pa~ame ers . I can 01 the fi~al resulti i g placement For I
e antple th.ere \ are! two ~~:ct . s involve he patt~r sen.si ivity f thel
ac~ment.! I ItO'e'at-es th chan Is, : reglo s In ended for I

i tericonne'ctio • and the. regio.n where nterfonne tion i not lowed
e cept for f ed~hrClI.,I.9bs__.1t,,_is so p ssibl to 1I0cat a re jon in

here cells ay not be moved or onl be oved inside that egions,
i self whi accomplishing with n eing allo ed t croks the ':
b undarie of such regions. That alloc t ng c"n be manag lei be passing \
s me p rameters 'to-tfie placement pr ram. To bptimize the timing \
p rfo ance of the implemented logic \ 0 e could use weight factors I
f r the_ net~.~__T". im.".e critical nets wjJL get high weight factor compar..ing... ~'

non-critical nets. So the total length of these critical nets will
.&:UlI--1i14-lqL...s.maU-.m --t~tllr,-pTacemenf-. _ .._-...... -_ _._..-,. _ - ..-- -. -.-"".

•
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.GIMPTEIf f't1

CONCLUSIONS

In this report we presented an application of the simulated annealing
algorithm as formulated by [Kirkpatrick 83] to the placement problem
of gate arrays. This technique turns out to be a very powerful tool
for optimization of a cost function involved in the gate array
placement problems.

The advantages can be formulated as:

- the algorithm is applicable to all type of gate arrays

the algorithm is very easy to implement

- the result can be as "good" as desired

The disadvantages are:

- automation of the overall cooling scheme is not realizable yet

- the required computation effort (time) may be very large (too
large for an interactive process)

ns 0 be made one thing has to
q bnly

----reviewed well, l£ .iha....J:.aJ.Lt.eJJa~oute9f~""" rs -simulated and if the

e~aVi.our.. o. f /~ea.lize.d f.un.c.t~ons. is cr.it...if~ze~>~.;"'h s qual.if.~Yrg ~f the
hip IS of course only. pos$lble If the q'hlp IS ro ted. ",hlC cla,me'F! a
outable cnip first. Thus. Jthe routabi.lity of a lacement is th~ r/lost
bvious quality .factor elpecially fori gate ar ays, and, therefo~e a

. lacemenj:: has. /at leas..7/ t~ satis~~/ this c~nt'ition. Th~ restri'c' ions
, heri/:nI to g,te array... deSign ca.utes the I~ccrease 0-t;!importan e of

his f ctori:· observing the qua)4ty of a Pjacement, }:ompare full
sto· desi . For'lle placeme?,t which ~ not routj6ble it is out of

s ns· to alk abo t the be~aviour reviews. But/to ensure the
r utability! of a pl~..tement a rUter is alrt~ necesS'at"Y especially for
gate arrays thanks to the restrictions.____ _ ,- -"""-_"_'~_'R~>__~ -
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-.,--------:-:~,..---~----~--:---:-~_.,._--'-------
~gh all tt:lese facts one thing has to be remarked: this developed
,~ceent t~1 is very/usefuVto apply on gate arra~""withouJ; using
ac s (noy' as fix m,iros but' the using of, Weighte~/flets fOP"defining

ro does proba9tY leaQ' to an useabl~vapplicayt>nl.Conpfuded frpm
he c~P{Plexity ,,<d th,e,visible.Auality <;>f the p!Jfcement;/The ann~ing
rogr;.am will generalli be !ble to/produc&,f a place'ment but not
u~ntee a placemerl't which" is closer to the optimum than any ot r

The result of the anneaHng algorithm isi:~Y dependent .:it. the
choice of the cost function. If the global _e of the cost function
is too smoot~ then the mnealing will not work well. The reason is that
the metroPoli~ algorithm ~heJl-lwor,k'. becauJr, the co~t function aRG~.
the, eAe"w Will change only J1If a~lP~ of Interchanges. When {)Vi ..(., '"",, 

the cost function has in cQntraktUir\' a very capricious character '" e, hI
with not one clearly obvious global minimum then the aR~.~!i5'g program , "
witl spend ..e ~I!{)f computation time in the region'~the mil"lin,18I1ii tv.....v.~ lA--o.
without ...,~rBIiI --Ia clear or,oQ,ress. The in this F8Eearct::l EteFived

- ~L<.'~f{
temperature "owering schedule seems to be con3ielel ably genera'~

applicable and is still very simple. Thi~~"el~ieR can tie "":98-, ct'I8.t.o q
the- accephble-£ur:u;;t-iet'ling of -tile mOtn!'l. lhi~ model is als-o suiuore. ct('rYl·~k.
for the description of all kinds of gate array images and therefore '
we may assume that our placement program i~hnology independent.

14
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